WE'LL PAY YOU TO GET INTO SHAPE THIS SUMMER.

If you have at least two years of college left, you can spend six weeks at our Army ROTC Basic Camp this summer and earn approximately $600. And if you qualify, you can enter the ROTC 2-Year Program this fall and receive up to $1,000 a year. But the big payoff happens on graduation day. That's when you receive your officer's commission.

So get your body in shape (not to mention your bank account). Enroll in Army ROTC.

For more information, contact your Professor of Military Science.

L & M ELECTRONICS
P.O. Box 3147 — Providence, R.I. 02904
“STUDENT DISCOUNT CENTER”

1. Headphones $6.99
2. FM Walkman $16.99
3. AM/FM Walkman $18.99
4. FM Cassette Walkman $39.99
5. AM/FM Cassette Walkman $44.99
6. Cassette Walkman $29.99
7. 6x9 Tri-axle 50 oz. Mag. 3-way 200 Watts $24.99
8. Box Speakers — 200 Watts $35.00
10. LCD Calculator $6.99
12. AM/FM Cassette Car Stereo w/CD /dual disc/low price /Fast Forward $39.99
13. Bulova Calculator w/Printer $79.99
14. Casio Scientific Multi-Function Calculator 202,020,00, etc. $19.99
15. Unisonic Phone w/remote, multi-redial button $15.99
16. Reisonic 10-Memory Phone w/remote, redial button $29.99
17. TDK SA90 Tapes $2.49
18. Low Noise Blank Tapes 3 per pack/$9 packs $2.00
19. Micro Cassette Recorder $35.00
20. Walkman Mini Speakers $6.95

ORDER FORM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QUANTITY</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you have at least two years of college left, you can spend six weeks at our Army ROTC Basic Camp this summer and earn approximately $600. And if you qualify, you can enter the ROTC 2-Year Program this fall and receive up to $1,000 a year. But the big payoff happens on graduation day. That's when you receive your officer's commission.

So get your body in shape (not to mention your bank account). Enroll in Army ROTC.

For more information, contact your Professor of Military Science.

ARMY ROTC: BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

Call CPT Jay Johnston 865-2471/2472 or stop in Room 164, Alumni Hall.

Baby Boom Hits PC

WE'LL PAY YOU TO GET INTO SHAPE THIS SUMMER.
News

Commuter Update:

By Kevin West

The Dillon Club elections for the Executive Board were held this past Friday. Although voter turnout was small, all races were close. The new Executive Board will consist of Michael Palumbo as president, Nancy Ragosta as vice-president and Pam Borges as secretary, Back (l-r) Peg Frappier, social chairperson, JoAnn Mahoney, treasurer and Michael Palumbo, president.

New Dillon Club Exec. Board

By Kevin West

The Dillon Club elections for the Executive Board were held this past Friday. Although voter turnout was small, all races were close. The new Executive Board will consist of Michael Palumbo as president, Nancy Ragosta as vice-president and Pam Borges as secretary, Back (l-r) Peg Frappier, social chairperson, JoAnn Mahoney, treasurer and Michael Palumbo, president.

Bop Watch

By Margaret Sweet

Mike Reagan, president of the Friars Club, announced this past Monday that the Friars Club also proposed a mixer slated for March 25, 1983. The band “Tanoose” will play in Alumni Cafeteria. Special prices include $1 for the first 200 people and $2 for the rest. (For the rest) to the “Ground Round Night" featuring “Ground Round Night featuring Tanoose”. The first 200 PC students enter for only $1. Guests can sign up in the Dillon Club that week.

The Dillon Club elections for the Executive Board were held this past Friday. Although voter turnout was small, all races were close. The new Executive Board will consist of Michael Palumbo as president, Nancy Ragosta as vice-president and Pam Borges as secretary, Back (l-r) Peg Frappier, social chairperson, JoAnn Mahoney, treasurer and Michael Palumbo, president.

The proposal passed unanimously.

The Dillon Club also proposed a mixer slated for March 25, 1983. The band “Tanoose” will play in Alumni Cafeteria. Special prices include $1 for the first 200 people and $2 for the rest. (For the rest) to the “Ground Round Night" featuring “Ground Round Night featuring Tanoose”. The first 200 PC students enter for only $1. Guests can sign up in the Dillon Club that week.

The proposal passed unanimously.

Tentative plans for Spring Week are made. Spring Week will start April 28, 1983 and end May 1, 1983. On Thursday, April 28, a movie is scheduled, a mixer on Friday, April 29, a carnival on Saturday, April 30 and a travel trip on May 1. These plans are tentative, they have to go before the advisory board before being finalized.

‘84 Corporation Representative

TOM HEAVREN

NO. 1 ON THE BALLOT
Army ROTC at Providence College has a variety of scholarships available to students and all of them include full-tuition according to COL Robert C. Stiepock, Professor of Military Science at Providence College. "It seems that many students in high school and their parents know about our four-year scholarships but they don’t know that we have 2 and 3-year scholarships available as well. So, if they don’t receive four-year scholarship but are not selected to receive one they feel left out. They should correct that."

"There are a great many highly qualified and deserving young men and women who lose out on the four-year scholarships because the competition is so high and it’s imperative that you look at all the legal loopholes possible."

"By the way, it’s becoming more and more expensive to become a military officer in the Armed Services because of the time missed claiming a deduction or applying for Army ROTC scholarships," COL Stiepock said.

Anyone wishing more information about Army ROTC scholarships should contact the ROTC offices at Renaissance Hall, Room 164 or call 666-2471/2472 and ask for one of the instructors. You’re under no obligation when you ask questions about these opportunities. You’ll have until September 1983 to make your final decision.

April 15th Approaching

Tips For Filing Tax Returns

If you’re like most American citizens and pay some taxes, the date April 15 has become somewhat of a dark corner in your consciousness—grinding and gnashing its teeth. It makes you a little anxious, but you’re not sure why.

In a couple of months, you’ll know why.

April 15 is, of course, every good American’s tax day. If you’re a reasonably well-to-do Reckoning with Uncle Sam. You may not even end up owing him a whole lot—well, even though many will—maybe you’ve been paying him a little here and there throughout the year. But few are spared the redhead agony of filling out the form, regardless of whether you’re making money or losing it.

Filing a tax return can be as simple and, in the long run, easier on your pocketbook.

Remember that the government takes out what you tell it to take out. So you’ll need to file your return by the April 15th. If you file late, the IRS will begin to take interest, dividends and unemploy­ment. The only adjustments to in­come allowed is the new personal deduction; the only credit against taxes is earned income, political contributions, and the new allowable charitable contributions.

You cannot claim any other credit, nor can you itemize if you use the short form.

If you want to take advantage of most of the new tax credits and changes, use form 1040— the long form. If you don’t qualify for any credits or adjustments, by all means use the EZ or the short form, but make sure first that you have enough money to save you money.

The main change on the Schedule A, however, is in the form. If you read each line carefully, you should be able to get through it. One difference does occur, however, in the way you figure your deduction. The IRS now requires you to list the names and addresses of any individuals to whom you pay mortgage interest (This is part of the IRS’s ever-present mortgage campaign to collect taxes on untaxed income.)

Take special note of line 26— "other deductions." The IRS has lumped seven to eight previously categorized items together under "other." Make sure you don’t miss a deduction.

There aren’t many changes for 1982 returns. There are, of course, many more credits and deductions you should consider. One item often overlooked is income averaging.

There are many places to go to help with your income taxes. The IRS has established a new telephone service, called Tele-tax, which provides recorded information tapes on over 140 federal tax-related topics. You must have a push button phone to make use of this system.

Varied student planning to live on-campus next year, must put down a room deposit of $150.00 by Friday, March 18 at 4:00 in The Treasurer’s Office.

**REMINDER**

**VOTE**

**APARTMENTS AVAILABLE**

47 & 49 EATON
2 bedroom, $310 per month.

45 & 47 PEMBROKE
2 bedroom, $380 month.

gas heat

9 & 11 PEMBROKE
3 bedroom, $370 month.

59 & 61 PINEHURST
1st & 2nd Floor
2 bedroom, $80 per month, $380 per month.

Call 421-620 9-5 P.M.
496-1629 after 5

Sophomore Kathryn Karpinski has the honor of attending a special audience with Pope John Paul II in Italy while visiting the country over February vacation.
Points of Interest

Rev. Thomas R. Peterson, OP announced that the 1983-1984 academic year will in- crease enrollment, while room and board will go up another $250 for the same period. This an- nouncement comes at a time of many months of financial study by the college. Peterson cited salary increases and rocketing food, fuel, and maintenance costs for the increase. In 1983-1984 Pro- vidence College will charge $5850 while room and board will be $3300.

The Treasurer's Office would like to remind all students who are planning to live on campus next year that the room deposit of $150 is due by Friday, March 18 at 4 p.m. It is the responsibility of the student to put down this room deposit reservation so notification is sent to that room in a timely manner. Remember the deadline is this Friday.

* * *

The sociology department of Providence College will host the eighth annual New England Undergraduate Sociology Con- ference in Sociology to be held on Saturday, March 26, in the col- lege's auditorium. The conference, which is free and open to the public and students, is of interest in sociology and related research at the undergraduate level while giving students the opportunity to exchange ideas among faculty.

Registration will begin at 9 a.m. and be followed by five sessions in areas of specialization in the sociology of youth and sociology of work. Those who wish to attend a luncheon scheduled for 12:15 p.m., must call PC's sociology depart- ment at (401) 865-2122, excluding vacations. The cost for the luncheon is $5.50.

For more information contact Dr. Josephine A. Ruggiero at PC, (401) 865-2545.

* * *

The Providence College Chapter of Big Brothers and Sisters is sponsor- ing a "Bingo Night" on Friday, March 18, at 7 p.m. in '84 Hall, Slavin Center.

Proceeds from the event will benefit the Big Brothers and Sisters organization and be used to help Big Brother and Sister agencies in Providence area children.

Anyone wishing to attend should contact Bernice Waldron at (401) 321-2641. Refreshments will be served.

PC's chapter of the Big Brothers and Sisters is a non-profit organiza- tion, serving approximately 100 undergraduates.

Blackfriars Recital

Violinist Lynn Chang to Appear

The Providence College Music Program will present a recital by critically acclaimed violinist, Lynn Chang, on Sunday, March 30 at 8 p.m. in the college's Blackfriars Recital Hall (Main Hall).

Assistant professor of music and director of the music program, Chang, will perform with Chang as his pianist.

Acclaimed by New York Times music critic Tim Page as "...a very talented young violinist who combines startling dramatic intensity with emotional warmth," Chang began his musical studies at the age of seven with Alfred Kepts. At age 10, he won a contest for performing his first solo appearance with the Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra. He continued his studies at the Juilliard School under Ivan Galamian and at Harvard University where he received his bachelor's degree in 1979. While an undergraduate at Harvard, he was awarded the David McCord Book Prize, the Piney Fellowship award and the Silver Medal Award presented by the London Royal Society of Arts.

In 1979, Chang is the recipient of numerous awards including his first prize at the Buffalo Philharmonic Young Artists Competition 1973, first prize at the coveted International Paganini Violin Competition held in Italy (1974) and the Young Concert Artists Interna- tional Auditions (1978). In 1979, he was presented in the New York Young Concert Artists series with guest artists, cellist Yo-Yo Ma and pianist Richard Kogan.

During his career, Chang has performed concerts with numerous symphony orchestras in the United States and has appeared ten times as a soloist with the Boston Pops. He has also traveled to the Far East, where he has performed with the Hong Kong Philharmonic and the Taiwan Symphony.

Currently, Chang is a member of the music department faculty at Harvard University.

Musical selections for his PC recital include: Fantasia No. 7 in D major for solo violin by Beethoven, A Summer Night Serenade by Dvorak; Sonata Op. 24 (Spring) by Saens; and Rondo Capriccioso by Saint Louis.

His piano accompanist, Rosalyn Y. Chau, has performed with numerous groups in the United States. West Dakota and also holds both a bachelor's and master's degree from the New England Conservatory of Music in Boston.

Tickets are $5 for adults; $1 for students and senior citizens. For more information, contact PC Music Program at 617-235-1200 ext. 321.

Student Interview

Growing Up in Great Britain

By Tod Hodkinson

The Cowb is pleased to present its fifth foreign student interview with violinist Lynn Chang of Great Britain.

Probably the first things that come to mind when one speaks of England are castles, kings, queens, and cathedrals. But, any PC student knows (having had the benefit of two years of Western Civ) castles are damp and cold, kings and queens are tempera- mental, and cathedrals are Gothic or Romanesque.

England plays a very important role in British life. Structures from the 12th and 13th centuries are found all over Great Britain, and they serve not only as tourist attrac- tions, but as monuments to the glories of England and the people who built them. Tradition plays a necessary role for it gives the British a sense of security and pride.

Geoff claims to be a royalist for favors a continuation of the monarchy in Great Britain. He says that although the royal family has little influence over current politics, and serves only as a reminder of England's past, it is an institution that is very important to the British people. The family has withstood the test of time.

Other symbols of British glory and adventure which are currently in transition are the English and Scott- ish castles. These spacious, dank, and windswept castles are open to the public for the period of a year. Visitors can explore the замок and experience England's history when chivalry was the law of the land. These castles are well maintained for they not only serve to remind people of England's past, but also as touristic attractions which attract thousands of tourists each year.

The castles in England are also very popular tourist attrac- tions. Most cities have their own castle. Two of the more famous are Westminster and Canterbury. Geoff claims that they are even more impressive when viewed in person.

The countryside in England is similar to that of New England ex- cept that, in England, there has been more forests than fields. The English countryside is characterized by gently rolling hills, small streams, and many picturesque villages. English farmers have acres of green hills which are only broken by the stone walls that serve as boundaries.

The cities in England are not quite as tranquil as the country. In recent years the English city has been experiencing some difficulties. This is a result of high unemployment (50 percent in some areas), the relocation of British factories to other parts of the country and the migration of people from the cities to the suburbs.

The social unrest and riots of a year ago in Buxton and other cities is reflective of the frustration and anger that is common among many unemployed Englishmen.

The social life and spending habits of its many Englishmen is directly related to the condition of the English economy. Money is tight and jobs are scarce. For example, movies in England cost 3 pounds ($6) or are often not shown until a year after their release in the U.S. Restaurants are also expensive so that the British most often eat at home. The pubs and bars in England once served as community gathering centers. This is still true today except that families go out only on special oc- casions. The nightclubs serve as gathering places for many teenagers and young adults. Small rock groups often play in these clubs.

Geoff lives in Liverpool and is often asked in which club the Beatles first began playing. He's not a big Beatles fan, so he really doesn't know. Rock music is popular in Britain, but many people believe that once a British band achieves popularity in England it leaves for the larger music market in America. Geoff claims that the British often listen to popular American bands as well. These in- clude groups like Journey, Styx, Van Halen, Hall and Oates, and Chicago. The British listen to a wide range of music.

Geoff would like to take this opportun- ity to dispel the fallacy that universities in England are "better" than American universities. Most universities in England are state supported and financial aid is determined by the student's father's income. Prestigious academic institutions like Cam- bridge and Oxford provide the same quality of education as an American Ivy League school. The only difference is that Cambridge and Oxford are much older. The British have a long time horizon of attending a university and high, academic scholarships are available for those who qualify.

ELECT

EMMET BITTNER
Board of Programmers Treasurer

MARCH 22, 1983
1# on the Ballot

ELECT

KEVIN "CASEY" CROWLEY
BOP President

Friday Night, March 21
The Providence College
Rathskeller

announces

Post-Hockey Game Party
with Music by: "TALUS" "Celebrate the Friar Hockey Victory in P.C.'s Rathskeller!"
Here is a listing of the activities for Commencement week and the prices of the events. Bids may be bought for one event only or any combination of events.

**WEDNESDAY, MAY 18th, 1983**

**SEMI-FORMAL (9:00-1:00)**
Beechwood Mansion
Newport, RI
featuring “Radio Starr”

*Buses are mandatory this evening.*

**THURSDAY, MAY 19th, 1983**

**SENIOR NIGHT IN BOSTON**

PRICE: $13/person
Boat Cruise (4:30-8:00)
D.J., “Detectives” & “Cruise Control”
The Metro (8:00-1:00)

*Buses are mandatory this day also!
*NO JEANS
(anyone improperly dressed, without proper I.D., or intoxicated will not be admitted into the Metro)

**FRIDAY, MAY 20th 1983**

**COMMENCEMENT BALL (6:00-1:00)**

PRICE: $35/couple
Venus de Milo
Swansea, Ma.
featuring “Strutt”
Cocktails (6:00 p.m.)
Slide Show (6:30 p.m)
Dinner (7:30 p.m.)
Dancing (9:00-1:00)

**NOTES TO REMEMBER**

---

**Commencement Core ’83**

(Left to Right)
Chris Tubridy
Sharon Roveda
Jeanette Esshaki
Gail Freyer
Sue Treacy
Debbie LaViolette
Ann Claire Donfield
Joe Frates.

**BIDS ON SALE**

March 22nd — 3-9 p.m.
March 23rd — 12-5 p.m.
March 24th — 1-6 p.m.

***CASH ONLY
No ID, no cash, no bid
***Bid raffle at bid sales
$1/ticket

***BID SELLBACKS
April 25th
April 26th
Dear Editor:

Just before the recent winter break, I became aware of a page which significantly dampened my spirits. It is, in essence, a letter to the editor page which, I feel, is missing the mark in its requirement of presence in the school and the social atmosphere here at Providence College. I would like to congratulate any student organization which has escaped total failure for not presenting videotaped speeches by candidates for various Student Congress seats, in the Kennedy debates, I could do no better.

In order to appreciate fully the viewpoint of the admissions office of various boards and departments has been a center of controversy. As a regular user of the facilities can attest first hand to the overcrowded conditions, lack of locker space, and general inconvenience caused by their presence. Perhaps the College should reconsider the privilege given to the "men in brown" if they insist on getting publicity by blocking dollars made the facility a reality.

John "Cuddy" Kennedy

Parking Problems Rise

Dear Editor:

Over the past month the use of the Peterson Recreation Center by the Providence police and fire departments has been a center of controversy. As a regular user of the facility, I can attest first hand to the overcrowded conditions, lack of locker space, and general inconvenience caused by their presence.

Another target deserving attention is the number of"men in brown" that really make PC such a frightful dismal place to go to school.

Another problem is that no self-incrimination." Yet the press, while the lenses of colored glasses, while the lenses of involved in writing for the law. "violated the fifth dimension by such actions. They refused to subject themselves to the law. "the credit belongs to those who are actually in the arena, to those who sweat and spend themselves in a worthy cause," (as Lady Friars' performance, one of implementing national defense goals.

John "Cuddy" Kennedy

Law Questioned

Registration & Federal Loans?

Recently, U.S. District Judge Donald Aasep of Minnesota blocked a law requiring students seeking federal aid to register, only a select few have actually been prosecuted. To encourage the alleged draft evaders, Congress is attempting to withhold their financial aid. Yet, criteria have charged that by exempting the law, Congress is discriminating against poorer students who need the aid. Consequently, the wealthy, who are not in dire need of financial aid, will continue to evade the draft, if they so desire.

The involvement of the federal government in failing to successfully implement is causing additional controversy. The trustees of Dartmouth and Brown, along with others, have stated that they will guarantee assistance to all students who would lose federal aid. If other institutions follow with this philosophy the law could lose some of its effectiveness.

The viewpoint of the admissions office of various boards and departments has been a center of controversy. As a regular user of the facilities can attest first hand to the overcrowded conditions, lack of locker space, and general inconvenience caused by their presence.

John "Cuddy" Kennedy

In Response to...

Spirits Dampered by Letter

Dear Editor,

The social atmosphere here at Providence College, painted a dreadful picture of laws that violate the Constitution and the law. I might agree with him on some of the issues, but I feel that the law is a necessary evil. In the past I have watched videotaped speeches by candidates for various Student Congress seats, in the Kennedy debates, I could do no better.

In order to appreciate fully the viewpoint of the admissions office of various boards and departments has been a center of controversy. As a regular user of the facilities can attest first hand to the overcrowded conditions, lack of locker space, and general inconvenience caused by their presence.

Another target deserving attention is the number of"men in brown" that really make PC such a frightful dismal place to go to school.

Another problem is that no self-incrimination." Yet the press, while the lenses of colored glasses, while the lenses of involved in writing for the law. "violated the fifth dimension by such actions. They refused to subject themselves to the law. "the credit belongs to those who are actually in the arena, to those who sweat and spend themselves in a worthy cause," (as Lady Friars' performance, one of implementing national defense goals.

John "Cuddy" Kennedy

Club Opposes Mixer

Dear Editor,

This letter is in regards to the Salve Regina-PC Mixer planned for May 25, 1983, promised by the PC Student Congress. On that date there is a mixer being held here in Slavin Center, sponsored by the Dillon Club. This promotion by Congress is a definite slight against the Dillon Club.

It was our understanding that Congress was to represent the entire student body here at PC. Instead it seems that they feel it will do more harm than good.

The mixer will draw only 150 people away from the mixer, we feel that the mixer will be more fun than good.

If there is such concern for unity among the students here at PC, who is the Salve Regina-PC mixer being promoted here, when there are on-campus activities going on. We feel that there is enough competition among other on-campus functions.

PC Student Congress promote the social activities of other schools.

Sincerely,

JoAnn Mahoney '84
Nancy Bagley '84

"Champions born in the labor of defeat" Women's Athletes Excellent

Dear Editor,

It's a reality of life that human beings are competitive; and that the most competitive games draw the most competitive individuals. Such is the script that should be written for the men's basketball team who participated in this year's post season tournament action.

Kevin Sullivan, '83
Privilege is Advantageous

Dear Editor:

As the Chaplain of the Providence Fire Department I am somewhat concerned about the outcome of your editorial and your survey on the use of the facilities of the Peterson Memorial by police officers and firefighters.

May I assure you that Mr. Louis Lamoriello, Director of Athletics and the president of the Firefighters Union, formulated a definite arrangement and it is often use of the athletic facilities. Rest assured that the interests of the Providence Fire Department are uppermost in the mind of Mr. Lamoriello.

I had understood that the firefighters speak of the courtesy shown them by Brown University in allowing them access to the athletic facilities and I realized that their appreciation was genuine. Frankly, this embarrassed me. As a Dominican I walk both sides of the street. I am as genuine. Frankly, this embarrassed me. As a Dominican I have always been aware of the irritation and inconvenience caused by the multiple false alarms from our campus. It angers me to hear snide remarks, even insults often hurled at the firefighter. There have been times when they have been snowballed and become the targets of "projection," the ever present canals and bottlenecks.

An alarm cannot be classified as harmless. It has been checked out thoroughly; students must remain outside at all times when this has been done. The Simplex Alarm System is not the best on the market and the police who have adopted it because of the cost factor and it often takes time to put it back into normal operation. The firefighters do not know whether it is a false alarm or inclement weather through smoke. When I heard a siren once at Brown Hall, which was a men's dormitory, students were kept outside. Students had refused to move so that those who had evacuated were kept on the second floor until the fire department checked each room.

Father Heach and the Assistant to the President were present on this occasion. Nothing was done about the incident to the obvious discomfort of the students.

The relationship between the College and the members of the Fire Department has been cordial. The Chief of the Department is a graduate of the College, likewise many of the firefighters; and many are now enrolled in the School of Continuing Education. Education working towards a degree. Added to this is the fact that many of the older firefighters have some daughters at PC. I am the Chaplain of the Department and the Chaplain of the Firefighters Union.

There may be questions in your mind. If Brown University had already allowed men to use the athletic facilities on their University, why did they wish to enjoy the same privileges at PC? To my mind, the answer is found in the above paragraph. The men feel more comfortable at Providence College.

My present concern is the fact that the firefighters feel so reluctant to use the facilities of the Peterson Memorial; they are uncomfortable. One has expressed his feelings in a letter to the Cowl. This new situation is not healthy; it is inimical to a relationship that has endured over the years.

If the rank and file of the students looked into the whole situation of the relationship between the College and the firefighters I am sure that the Providence Fire Department would adopt it because of the cost factor (and it often takes time to put it back into normal operation). The Simplex Alarm System is not the best on the market and the police who have adopted it because of the cost factor and it often takes time to put it back into normal operation. The firefighters do not know whether it is a false alarm or inclement weather through smoke.

Sending ID Back

Dear Providence Police and Fire Officials:

As a student representative I brought it upon myself to do a little of my own snooping and made some observations for you. The sources of animosity and selfishness shown by some of our Unique Peterson Recreation Center regulars and those who, if they used the center's facilities (or any others) regularly, could realize and accomplish the following:

Through daily, strenuous exercise at the Center they would not only better become acquainted with you, who provide us with so much security and well being, but they would also become better acquainted with their own selves, entities which could be a potential source of security and well-being as well. As they strive for and attain an integration and a balance of their hearts and minds, they would consequently achieve a high degree of inner security as well as physical and emotional well-being.

Once in possession of these uncommon but much needed strengths, they would not need to resort to writing, drawing, or interviewing depictions and conveyances of animosity, selfishness or unappreciation. Their shallow creations only served to protect and advance College and the Providence Recreation Center community, which they sought to describe and represent, but their own unexercised, imbalanced, and unrecognized selves.

Effortlessly and enjoyably they could also realize that, on the average, only 10 to 20 Providence Police and Fire officials use the Center daily.

And to Mr. William J. Thomas, Providence Firefighter and alumnus of Providence College, I am sending your ID pass back to the Recreation Center. All facetiousness aside, you can have my library card, too. They will never know you were there.

Sincerely yours in gratitude,
Andrew P. Cerboni, '83
President, OCHO

Cowl Extends Thanks

Babies Bring Smiles

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the parents who contributed to The Cowl's baby picture contest. The response to the letter about arranging for your baby pictures to be submitted was phenomenal. Not only was it the content a successful fundraiser but it also kept the Cowl staff smiling when the going got rough.

Please send my thanks to all the parents who responded. And if you do not see your baby picture in this issue, you might want to stroll by the bank in lower Slavin. There is even more in store for you there.

Finally, please pick up your baby picture in The Cowl office anytime Sunday, March 20, from 1-6 p.m. or Monday, March 21, from 10-3.

Sincerely,
Judy A. McNamara
Editor-in-Chief

Write Your Legislators

To Protest Cutbacks

Dear Editor,

President Reagan has proposed a lowering of the minimum wage for high school and college age students. He wants this wage reduction to affect summer employment. He feels that this wage lowering will allow employers to hire more youths than are presently employed. This is an outrage to college students who have to deal with cutbacks in scholarships, detrimental cutbacks to financial aid programs. With rising costs and less financial aid available, we will be able to go to college.

Your students have not been futuristic in their thinking on the cutback proposal. If they hear no protest, they are sure to think that everyone approves of their proposal and they will pass it. Please make this small effort to help college students all over the country and to save our future.

Respectfully yours,
Jodyne Dowd, '86

RI — Mr. John H. Chafee
Capitol Hill Office
201 John O Pastore Bldg
Providence. R1 02903

MA — Mr. Edward Kennedy
Government Center
Boston, MA 02203

NY — Mr. Alfonse D'Amato
One Penn Plaza Suite 1623
New York, NY 10001

ME — Mr. William Cohen
154 State Street
Augusta, ME 04330

CT — Mr. Christopher Dodd
1 Landmark Street
Stamford, CT 06901

Enclosed below is a list of Senators in the New England area. If your state is not included in the list, additional listings can be obtained at the reference desk in the library.

1 Landmark Street
Stamford, CT 06901

RIP — Mr. John H. Chafee
Capitol Hill Office
301 John O Pastore Bldg.
Providence. R1 02903

NY — Mr. Alfonse D'Amato
One Penn Plaza Suite 1623
New York, NY 10001

ME — Mr. William Cohen
154 State Street
Augusta, ME 04330

CT — Mr. Christopher Dodd
1 Landmark Street
Stamford, CT 06901
M*A*S*H Goodbye Prompts War Plans

by Joe Corradino

The 4077th Mobile Army Surgical Hospital in Korea's 25th Infantry Division has a problem. Even the White House felt the departure of M*A*S*H's Buckaroo Banzai from the scene last week. TheDeparture of M*A*S*H's John Wayne was not widely expected. It will be a loss for the nation's film industry.

 disappointing news for the army's war effort. The loss of John Wayne's leadership and presence will be felt in the field. John Wayne's influence on the soldiers and their families cannot be underestimated.

 Other applicants, however, have been attracted to the regiment's unique atmosphere and the opportunity to serve a cause greater than one's own.

 The news of John Wayne's departure will undoubtedly have an impact on the war effort. However, the army has a long tradition of adapting to changing circumstances and will continue to rise to the occasion.

 The loss of a beloved leader and friend is a difficult one, but the army will carry on.

 DOUG VIVIANI '84

I don't feel that John Wayne should have to go. I don't feel that he should be forced to retire for the draft.

 MIKE HORAN '83

"I don't feel that John Wayne should have to go. I don't feel that he should be forced to retire for the draft."

The Inquiring Photographer

Question: Do you feel the government has the right to withdraw free tuition aid to students if they fail to register for the draft?

MICHAEL MOAN, G.S.

"It's fair, but you should have an alternative like the Peace Corps or Vista instead of the draft.

Dear Editor:

I would like to say thank you for the additional research you have provided in your column. I found it very informative and I appreciate the effort you have put into this.

Sincerely,

Joe Corradino, '85

Letters of Thanks

To the Editor:

I would like to express my thanks to all those who voted for me and assisted me in my campaign for Student Congress Treasurer. I wish to especially thank the second floor Raymond and the ladies who escorted me through Aquatania, Mongor, and McVey. I regret taking away the students at PCH when I campaign. They are not apt to help and I wish to commend every person with whom I spoke for their thoughtfulness and inclusive questions. I appreciate the time and also the effort of many that made it possible for me to get to work despite Thursday's bad weather.

In interest of good sport campaign I will not contest the election on the grounds that it started late. I understand the problems with any large scale operation and I publicly commend Miss Jean Ludwig on a job well done.

I extend my congratulations to the winners: My opponent Susan Zuffoletto, our Secretary-elect Cathy Jahn, and President-elect Pat Rinney. I am sure you belong to the greatest thanks and expression of congratulations to my roommate and closest friend, Tim Haxton. Losing isn't easy, but Jay Sullivan, Lisa Reagin, Dave Prestegard, and I will continue to be heard in the Student Congress. Again, to all, thank you.

Sincerely,

Joe Corradino, '85

Pope Visits Central America

The pope's visit to Central America was a courageous attempt to quiet a growing sense of discontent in these Third World countries. The effects of the pope's visit will hopefully encourage discourse on both sides of the region.

The peace process is an opportunity for the pope to take the lead and push for a resolution of the conflict.

The violence in Central America is spreading. The pseudo-elections in El Salvador this March did not dissuade the citizens that the elections were a farce. Much of El Salvador's current unrest can be traced to the 1980's when the US supported the Contras in the civil war.

The violence in Central America is spreading. The pseudo-elections in El Salvador this March did not dissuade the citizens that the elections were a farce. Much of El Salvador's current unrest can be traced to the 1980's when the US supported the Contras in the civil war.

I think I will go to El Salvador.

TOMMY BOYAN '83

"I would like to go to El Salvador to help the people. I would like to thank you for all the help you have given me in the campaign."

The Inquiring Photographer

Dear Editor:

I would like to thank all those who helped me to make up the costume of the Pope. I also want to thank Nancy Shaugnessy and Pat Frasco, crew members who were not listed in the program for their help.

Sincerely,

Mary G. Farrell

Theatre Costumer

Editor's Note: This column was written by Joe Corradino, '85.
**Features**

**P.C. Performance**

Chamber Repertory Theatre

By Kara Lomajlio

The Board of Programmers is excited to announce a single performance by the Chamber Repertory Theatre next Wednesday evening March 20 at 8 p.m. in Black Friars Theater.

This extraordinary troupe reinvented the concept of the touring company where the most valuable commodity of the theater, the actor, is given center stage. The touring unit is composed of actors chosen from highly competitive auditions in New York and Boston, performs a continuous repertory of plays.

The actual source of CRT's narrative scripts has evolved from many sources of traditional readers. The process has developed the narrative viewpoint from an impersonal commentator and manipulator of that of a direct participant in the action of the play. The goal is to use only essential narration for moments of subjective emotional reflection or image reinforcement. Simply stated, CRT doesn't represent a new style of theater, it is merely a reaffirmation of what most actors have known since Ancient Greece.

By Kara Lomajlio

A new beginning...

Jacqueline's 521-1056

( formerly Richard's House of Beauty )

A FULL SERVICE SALON

• HIGHLIGHTING • FACIALS • SENSOR PERMS • WAXING

• THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE • PEDICURES & MANICURES

Hours: Tuesday-Saturday 8:30-6:00 Thursday till 9:00

1056 Hope Street

Jacqueline's 521-1056

A FULL SERVICE SALON

• HIGHLIGHTING • FACIALS • SENSOR PERMS • WAXING

• THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE • PEDICURES & MANICURES

Hours: Tuesday-Saturday 8:30-6:00 Thursday till 9:00
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Skullcations

Give Ireland Back to the Irish

By Barry Hutchinson

Are you tired of your food sliding off your fork when it’s time to eat? Do you wish your peas would stay on your fork instead of rolling off when you try to roll them off your fork? Is your soup not sticking on the spoon when you try to eat? Well, you can end all these worries now by sending $9.98 to your wrist. For only $9.98 you can have your food behave like it’s supposed to. It’s a miracle! Is your macaroni and cheese blowing out of your plate? Well, you can end this problem by sending $9.98. It’s a miracle! Is your sandwich blowing out of your lunch bag while you’re running? Well, you can end this problem by sending $9.98. It’s a miracle! Is your potato blowing out of your pot while you’re boiling it? Well, you can end this problem by sending $9.98. It’s a miracle! Is your bread blowing out of your toaster while you’re toasting it? Well, you can end this problem by sending $9.98. It’s a miracle! Is your toast blowing out of your toaster while you’re toasting it? Well, you can end this problem by sending $9.98. It’s a miracle! Is your cereal blowing out of your box while you’re pouring it into your bowl? Well, you can end this problem by sending $9.98. It’s a miracle! Is your spaghetti blowing out of your pan while you’re cooking it? Well, you can end this problem by sending $9.98. It’s a miracle! Is your lasagna blowing out of your pan while you’re cooking it? Well, you can end this problem by sending $9.98. It’s a miracle! Is your lasagna blowing out of your pan while you’re cooking it? Well, you can end this problem by sending $9.98. It’s a miracle! Is your lasagna blowing out of your pan while you’re cooking it? Well, you can end this problem by sending $9.98. It’s a miracle! Is your lasagna blowing out of your pan while you’re cooking it? Well, you can end this problem by sending $9.98. It’s a miracle! Is your lasagna blowing out of your pan while you’re cooking it? Well, you can end this problem by sending $9.98. It’s a miracle! Is your lasagna blowing out of your pan while you’re cooking it? Well, you can end this problem by sending $9.98. It’s a miracle! Is your lasagna blowing out of your pan while you’re cooking it? Well, you can end this problem by sending $9.98. It’s a miracle!

Campus Classifieds


DEAR K.K. FANTASTIC! The improvements did not go unnoticed by the group. See ya at the Rat Thursday! Your S.A.
Two Sides of the Coin

By Joe Corridan

There are two sides to every coin. It’s a bit cliché, but true. I found the Providence College production of Dunlop and Dale’s adaptation of Augustus to be a rather wild comp, which left me in a wonderful state of good humor. It was a Marxist (and I mean Groucho, Harpo and Chico) bale of laughs. For me, it was a great “pick-me-up” for a miserable week.

The reason I draw the analogy to the Marx Brothers is because several of us who viewed the Friday, March 11, performance could see distinct overtones of the comic masters of the 1930’s and 1940’s. Sitting in Blackfriars Theatre and experiencing the antics of the talented cast brought to mind images of passengers reclined in deck chairs in the Marx Brother’s shipboard caper, Animal Crackers.

The wise cracking Scapino, played by Joe Henderson, is a clone of Dr. Hugo Z. Hackenbush, Otis P. Driftwood and Rufus T. Firebrace. Preferably, the latter, Harpo is Carson, is pure Chico in A Day At the Races. John Brewer (Sylvester) wised-crack his way through the audience selling “izzacareem”. PC’s “Harpo” could speak, and did. Carlos, the evil plant (Curly), is a direct descendent of Curly-Wigged John Brewer’s character. And when Margaret Dumont sings the “Hello, my my” the audience selling “izzacareem”. PC’s “Harpo” could speak, and did. Carlos, the evil plant (Curly), is a direct descendent of Curly-Wigged John Brewer’s character. And when Margaret Dumont sings the “Hello, my my” the audience selling “izzacareem”.

The slapstick foolishness of the cast extended mere minutes of the wacky events in A Night at the Opera, Go West, Horse Feathers, and The Big Store. Remarks like “Hey, even better in the second act” and “The Friars will keep them down a sides” reminded me of Groucho’s turning to the camera at the moment of revelation in The Big Store and saying “I told you he was the crook in the first reel.”

The end of the play reminds me of final scene in Duck Soup where, when Margaret Dumont sings the Freedonia national anthem and is bombarded with fruit. How does Scapino end? I’m not going to say. However, it was certainly one that I would have seen it. It was worth it.

Friar Forecast

By Susan Young

Aries (March 21-April 19) Contact as many friends as you can fit into your plans. Do what you must prefer in spare time. Show more devotion to your family.

Taurus (April 20-May 20) Be alert and wise to new opportunities. You’ll meet new allies who can be relied upon and greater efficiency will result.

Gemini (May 21-June 21) Be more optimistic. The over-done stage antics, dark unglamorous and harsh light effects may well have been a take-off on groups that rely heavily on these for their musical survival.

Cancer (June 22-July 22) Handle regular routines early in the week. Show your friends that you appreciate them and keep the promises you make.

Scapino Re-viewed!

By Susan Young

Neil Young: A Concert to Remember

By Joann Dow

The empty stage sat and waited for the star to make his entrance. Neil Young portrayed the stage of Mr. Young’s musical career. Stage right hosted a Steinway grand piano with a crystal chandelier hanging above it. The center stage was filled with various guitars, banjos and harmonicas. Stageback, stood electronic equipment and a large video screen and stage left held an old piano covered by a ban-coon light. A beer bottle sat on the piano. This stage setup allowed Young to switch between his old and new style and allowed him to share his multi-talents with the standing room only crowd.

Mr. Young does not have a love for the audience, nor is he the concert master of presenting an “art” image. He loves his music. The only words he spoke directly to the audience all night were words of thanks for the audience’s attendance. However, beyond the facade of nonchalance towards the audience lurked a fear, resentful through and Young’s wish of a dream that he had no one showing up for the concert. He was clearly appreciative of the audience’s continuing support, but not overly concerned with their opinion. His musical accomplishments spoke for him.

The music itself ranged from an eerie version of “Ohio” (a song Mr. Young had avoided for years) with a videotape of the Kent State occurrence shown down in the background, to an upbeat version of “Hey, hey my my”. The reaction to the three tunes from Neil Young’s new album Trans was lukewarm. Strong applause was emitted from the audience, but was unimpressed compared to the overwhelming response to old favorites such as “Heart of Gold” and “Old Man.” “After the Gold Rush” was played on the capacity crowd at the Providence Civic Center, Neil Young will never fade away.

The Races,

by John Power

Sitting in Blackfriars Theatre and experiencing the antics of the Marx Brothers, I was reminded of Groucho’s turning to the camera at the moment of revelation in The Big Store and saying “I told you he was the crook in the first reel.”

The center stage was filled with various guitars, banjos and harmonicas. Stage back, stood electronic equipment and a large video screen and stage left held an old piano covered by a ban-coon light. A beer bottle sat on the piano. This stage setup allowed Young to switch between his old and new style and allowed him to share his multi-talents with the standing room only crowd. The one line from the concert that has stayed with me in the weeks following has been, “It’s better to turn out than fade away.” For the capacity crowd at the Providence Civic Center, Neil Young will never fade away.

Senseless Seal Slaughter

by Joann Dow

At the conclusion of Neil Young: Man of Many Masks, an appeal for action was made for the upcoming pressure on the crowd for the concert. He was clearly appreciative of the audience’s continuing support, but not overly concerned with their opinion. His musical accomplishments spoke for him.

The music itself ranged from an eerie version of “Ohio” (a song Mr. Young had avoided for years) with a videotape of the Kent State occurrence shown down in the background, to an upbeat version of “Hey, hey my my”. The reaction to the three tunes from Neil Young’s new album Trans was lukewarm. Strong applause was emitted from the audience, but was unimpressed compared to the overwhelming response to old favorites such as “Heart of Gold” and “Old Man.” “After the Gold Rush” was played on the capacity crowd at the Providence Civic Center, Neil Young will never fade away.

Memories of great beauty. For more information write: Greenpeace New England, 286 Congress St., Boston, MA 02210; Center for Environmental Education, 624 9th St. NW, Washington DC 20001. Take action now... extinction is forever!
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ELECT
Tom McCarthy ‘84
SENIOR CORPORATION REPRESENTATIVE

COUPON
SODA 25¢
SUNDAY, APRIL 17—LIMIT 2

FRIARS DESIRES
(Store 104)
Monday - Thursday 10:30-8:00
Friday 10:30-5:00
Sunday 3:00-8:00

VOTE FOR
Sue Robertson
BOP Vice-President

IMPRESSING THE QUALITY OF LIFE:
PHYSICALLY AND EMOTIONALLY
A SEMINAR SERIES FOCUSING ON
HOLISTIC HEALTH
PRESENTED BY THE COUNSELING CENTER
IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE STUDENT HEALTH CENTER

WED. MAR. 9
"WELLNESS"
NUTRITION, STRESS,
AND EXERCISE

MON. MAR. 21
EATING HABITS
HEALTHY &
UNHEALTHY

WED. MAR. 23
"GRABBING THE GUSTO
BEFORE IT GRABS YOU"
LIVING WITH AND AROUND
ALCOHOL

ALL SESSIONS IN AQUINAS LOUNGE
7:00 P.M.
Health Care Professionals from Brown University and the University of Connecticut are
in the program. A well-respected Rhode Island Cardiologist will also be a featured speaker.

Prerequisite for
Canadian Majors.

P.C. Big Brothers and Sisters
presents
BINGO NIGHT
Friday, March 18
7:00 p.m. — ’64 Hall
—prizes will be awarded.
—proceeds will go toward caring for
other kids!
All Are Welcome!

Interested in Joining
THE COWL

The opportunity you have been waiting for has arrived. THE COWL
is now accepting applications for the new 1983-84 Editorial Board.
Letters of applications and resumes may be sent to Judy McNamara, Cowl Box 2981. Applications for Editor-in-Chief and Assistant Ed-
tor must also be sent to Fr. John McMahon, Assistant Vice-President
of Student Services.

Positions that are open are as follows:
Editor-in-Chief
Assistant Editor
Editorial Editor
Features Editor
Sports Editor
Copy Editor
*Photographer Editor
Advertising Manager
Assistant Business Manager
Assistant Circulation Manager
Layout Editor

* A portfolio is requested for individuals applying for photography
editor.

Letters of Application are due by
Monday, March 21, 1983.

Molson Golden. That’s Canadian for great taste.
Bouncing Babes from ’83

Jeanne O’Brien, confused but content.

This is Leo Cavanaugh at 2 years, just before he took down the tree. Such a darling child.

Edward Pilkington
“Hey Ump, What’d you call that?”

James Thomas McGuire III.
That says it all.

Nancy Curtin, poised and proud.

Scott Conlon’s just a happy guy.

Isn’t Bryan Jones Adorable.

Paul Gannon hasn’t changed a bit.

Jack Malley after a rough night at Louie’s.

Kevin, Kathleen and Sean Burke.

(Photo by Wally Burke)

Linda Bielicki displays the natural look.

Liz Calvini smiles for the camera.

Pete Willgoos contemplates his future.
Dear Ms. McNamara:

Enclosed is requested picture along with the $2 entry fee and another $6 for a subscription to the Cowl. If there is an additional fee for postage please let me know.

It is with significant but manageable anxiety that I cooperate in this venture. It is not only that it could bring to a crashing halt that which, up to now, has been a very satisfying (at least for part) father-son relationship but other family members, aware of the mailing have taken no steps to inhibit my venturesomeness and therefore have become accomplices in this outrage.

They may feel protected by their passivity at this time but will have to take their share of the guilt at publication time. But then that intellectualization does nothing to quiet my nervousness since it only raises the stakes to the possible dissolution of an entire family and we all know what trouble the American family as a social structure is in already.

With so much at risk, it should not surprise you that I will go to almost any lengths in self-protection even to implicating members of your staff, especially the "dirty tricks department". I have checked all the door locks in my house and found no tape and for the life of me have no idea how you managed to pilfer this picture.

Sincerely,

Alexander L. O'Hanley, M.D.
Growing Up with '85......

Adele Ritchie
"Ohh, what a pretty baby!"

Tim Cavanaugh
"Why are they all looking at us so funny?"

Donna Walsh to Brother David—
"Hi there, Sailor"

"Doesn't anyone want to play baseball?"

Greg Hubbert
"Say cheese, Greg."

Lori Lizotte
"I wonder if my hair looks o.k.?"

Jean Vicinazo
"Bright eyed and bushy tailed"

Ken Haggerty
"But Mommy, I don't want to get my picture taken."

Shawn Barry
"But Dad, a cool dude like me doesn't play bongo drums."

Gen LaCava
"Hi there, Sailor"

Adele Ritchie
"Ohh, what a pretty baby!"

Tim Cavanaugh
"Why are they all looking at us so funny?"

Donna Walsh to Brother David—
"Hi there, Sailor"

"Doesn't anyone want to play baseball?"

Greg Hubbert
"Say cheese, Greg."

Lori Lizotte
"I wonder if my hair looks o.k.?"

Jean Vicinazo
"Bright eyed and bushy tailed"
...and '86

An early mugshot of Chris Parish.

Tracy Bautz tries to get her head on straight.

Paul Grant studying Western Civilization.

Theresa Anita Guarino
"Wow! I just won The Cowl Baby Contest."

Bundle up with Albert Fehrm.

James Green Finds A Friend.

Ted McNamara Cuddles Up.

May Peace Be with You and Artie Yeomelakis too.

Julie Mastrostardi
"I really don’t want to be here and I’m going to kill who is ever responsible for sending in this picture!!"
PC Hosts Racquetball Tourney

By Paul Sweeney


To be held in Peterson Recreation Center, the tour­

ament will draw colleges from all over New England and New York. Providence expects a strong showing from each member of its men’s and women’s teams.

Led by Coach Hollis Gates of the Friars’ Racquetball Club of Warwick, Rhode Island, the team has put in increasing practice time of late. Gates, who has generously offered his time to the Friars’ squad, spends several hours a day tutoring Providence players on court strategy and fundamentals of the game.

Gates’ willingness to assist all members has helped the overall development of the Friars’ squad.

Currently 2-0 in the Eastern Collegiate Racquetball League, the Friars should be in the thick of things when competition actually gets underway.

Bob Muscente and John Colantonio, both having won AARA sanctioned tournaments at their respective levels, should be key competitors for the Friars in the men’s division. Both, along with John Powers, will compete in the sophomore division. Paul Gannon, John Murray, and Barry Tocci will compete in the senior division. Doug Haddon will compete in the junior division and Dave Esposito will compete in the freshman division.

Diana Dias, who has also won an AARA sanctioned tour­

ament, leads the women and will compete in the senior division. Also competing for the women are Anne Marie Manzini in the sophomore division and Glenda Sawicki and Nancy Garcear in the freshman division.

Colantonio and Muscente, Gannon and Haddon, Murray and Tocci, Dias and Manzini, and O’Neil and Sawicki will all pair up for doubles competition.

A strong showing by the Friars would prove quite valuable as the top two teams in the tournament will receive travel money for the national championships to be held April 18-19 in Tennessee. Players will also compete for over $1,000 in scholarship money.

The only recently established Providence College Racquetball Club has worked extremely hard in order to insure that this tournament runs smoothly and be enjoyable for both competitors and spectators alike.

As a result of the continuous nature of the tournament, the racquetball courts in Peterson will be unavailable from 6 p.m. Friday until 6 p.m. Sunday. Upcoming matches for the Friars include April 23, home against URI, April 24, home against UMass at Boston, and May 1, away at the Northeastern University Field House. All matches begin at 10 a.m.

The ever-growing nature of New England racquetball is evidenced by the fact that in September the Eastern Collegiate Racquetball League will combine New York area colleges and New England colleges to form one league with eight to ten teams.

Programs will be available at the tournament and the Racquetball Club asks that all students patronize the numerous generous sponsors who have contributed in order that this tournament may offer scholarship money as prizes.

Admission to the tournament is free, and the Providence College Racquetball Club welcomes all spectators.
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Jackson's ankle injury was too.

The Friars lost 73-64 to Seton Hall, a

pre-game warmup, and the

night in Madison Square Garden.

He created more offensive oppor
tunities for Otis Thorpe, the

eight leading scorer in the

conference. With Jackson out of

the line, the Pirates were able to
collapse on Thorpe and deny

him the ball whenever possible.
As a result, Jackson was

hit. That's a

fact — in fact, the whole Hall defense

was ready for 24 points. The only other

in double figures. Thorpe was 10

and 1 of 1 from the line for 24 points. PC

was 15 of 31 for 42

percent — in BOTH halves.

Jackson's absence necessitated

pass the ball inside to Thorpe.

Friar with more than Tucker (8)

passes and four steals. He cer-

tainly has nothing to be ashamed

of.

Anyway, Jackson didn't play and

Sampson . . . you get the idea.

Canty, and the Big East assists

were spread held throughout the first

and second half. More attention to Otis. Even

Mike was supposed to

be the key guy. We do try to get it in, there's

nothing to be ashamed of.

Pirate coach P.J. Carlesimo.

said. "I'm a little disappointed. I

thought Marvin (Morris, who had

a 9 of 11 shooting night) and the

same type of team as a year ago.

little bit more than we did. So I

thought the game would have played

as a year ago.

we would have the 2nd Friar to reach that plateau.

The question of whether the injury would have affected

performance was brought up.

Jackson's performance was

inconsistent.

"We always try to get it into

Ottos, we don't successfully do it

most of the time. We do our best to

send the ball inside to Thorpe.

Several of those games will be held in

Boston stations may pick up a

few of them. This is probably
gonna happen since Boston

University also made the NCAA's

and will play a preliminary game

tuesday night in the Palestra

against LaSalle.

If you happen to college

basketball fan, this is certainly

your month. We'll follow the Big

East teams through the NCAA

Tourament. Perhaps a promising superstar will aspire to

play in the Big East because of

this tournament and decide to play at Providence. This is,

apparently, the case.

VOTE FOR

MONICA GLENNON

BOP Vice-President

Call 861-6434

For Details Ask for Collin Foggaty

ELECT

JOE LAGAN '84

Corporation Committee

Representative

Deadline

PC Supersports Intramural Olympics.

Final deadline for rosters is Friday,

March 18.

No deposit required

-4 males, 4 females per team.

VOTE FOR

Glen

Rondo

'84

Senior Corporation Representative

#5 on the Ballot

FURNISHED APARTMENTS

FOR RENT

273-0255

Mike

Tournament. St. John's was

given one of the four No. 1 seeds.

The Redmen will play in the Hartford Civic Center this

Sunday against the winner of the

Friday night's game between

Louisiana and Rutgers. Syracuse

was seeded sixth in the Eastern Regional and

will play against Morehead State in Hartford on Friday. If the

Orangemen win, they'll play

third seeded Ohio State on

Sunday. If both Big East teams win on Sunday, they'll advance
to the East region semi-final at the Carrier Dome in Syracuse.

Hopefully, one Big East team will

survive this region and move on
to the final four.

Villanova and Georgetown

were placed in the Midwest

Regional. Nova was seeded

third and will face the winner of the

Alabama—Lamar contest. That means the Wildcats will

play Saturday afternoon in Houston. The Hoyas were seeded

fifth and faced against the winner of Tuesday night's

eight leading scorer in the

conference. With Jackson out of

the line, the Pirates were able to
collapse on Thorpe and deny

him the ball whenever possible.

The Friars had loads of 42, 13,

and, when Roth threw in a

twelve footer with eleven minutes

remaining in the first half, 15-14 —

their final lead of the game. PC

closed within only one minute in the

second half, but were unable to get

any kind of a spurt and trailed 38-

32 at halftime. That six point

spread held throughout the first

and second half. More attention to Otis. Even

Mike was supposed to

be the key guy. We do try to get it in, there's

nothing to be ashamed of.

Pirate coach P.J. Carlesimo.

said. "I'm a little disappointed. I

thought Marvin (Morris, who had

a 9 of 11 shooting night) and the

same type of team as a year ago.

little bit more than we did. So I

thought the game would have played

as a year ago.

we would have the 2nd Friar to reach that plateau.

The question of whether the injury would have affected
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send the ball inside to Thorpe.

Several of those games will be held in

Boston stations may pick up a

few of them. This is probably
gonna happen since Boston

University also made the NCAA's

and will play a preliminary game

tuesday night in the Palestra

against LaSalle.

If you happen to college

basketball fan, this is certainly

your month. We'll follow the Big

East teams through the NCAA

Tourament. Perhaps a promising superstar will aspire to

play in the Big East because of

this tournament and decide to play at Providence. This is,

apparently, the case.
By John Brandoldino

Our next goal is to win tomorrow night against Eastern Connecticut. The university is located in New London, Connecticut, and is a private, coeducational university offering undergraduate and graduate degrees in the liberal arts, sciences, business, and education.

The Eastern Connecticut Statesmen are a football team in the NCAA Division II. They play their home games at Garceau Field and are members of the North Atlantic Conference (NAC). The Statesmen's football team has won the NAC championship twice, in 1982 and 1984. The team's colors are green and white, and their mascot is the Statesman.

The Statesmen football team has a rich history, having been founded in 1948. They have produced many successful players over the years, including former NFL star Brian Dabney, who played for the team from 1968 to 1970.

The Eastern Connecticut Statesmen are coached by Rich Capparelli, who has been the head coach since 1997. Under his leadership, the team has achieved several notable achievements, including a record-breaking performance in 1999, when the Statesmen set a school record for the most points scored in a single game (56) against the University of Rhode Island.

The Eastern Connecticut Statesmen football team is known for their strong defense, having held their opponents below 10 points in 23 of their 36 games since 2000. They have also won their last five games, including a 38-0 victory over the University of Rhode Island in the 2023 season finale.

The Statesmen are currently ranked 13th in the NCAA Division II football standings, and are expected to continue their strong performance in the upcoming season. With a solid coaching staff and talented players, the Eastern Connecticut Statesmen are poised to make a strong showing in the upcoming season.